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Steaming, aromatic, delicious cups of tea fill heart and home with the warmth of the 
season. The Warming Joy Tea Collection makes the perfect gift for friends and those 
you treasure. It’s wonderful for any gathering, or to enjoy by yourself in front of the fire.

warming joy ensemble
measures: 8.5 x 7.9 x 3.6”

This limited edition gift ensemble features a festive 
Covered Teacup, perfect for brewing a most elegant cup. 
The Pyramid Grande contains six infusers of our decadent 
teas. After brewing, place the infuser on the coordinating 
porcelain Tea Tray to elegantly capture drips. Dishwasher 
safe. Do not microwave Covered Teacup with infuser in it. 

17823 warming joy ensemble 
3 case pack

covered teacup
measures: 4.8 x 4.8 x 3.5”

Celebrate the joy of the season with a limited edition, 
cranberry red porcelain teacup. Packaged in a kiriwood 
gift box with festive holiday band. Dishwasher safe. Do not 
microwave Covered Teacup with infuser in it. Holds 240 ml.

20634 cranberry red covered teacup 
6 case pack

warming joy tea duo
measures: 3.25 x 3.25 x 1.625”  

The perfect stocking stuffer, or a thoughtful gift! Each charming 
Duo features two of our limited edition holiday teas in festive 
infuser wrappers: Harvest  Apple Spice, Winter Chai.

12435 warming joy duo (2 infusers) 
12 case pack

warming joy tea pyramid grande
measures:  3 x 3 x 6.5”

A charming six and a half inch pyramid overwrap that contains 
six holiday tea infusers, 2 each of three blends in festive infuser 
wrappers: Harvest  Apple Spice, Winter Chai, Hazelnut Truffle.

12822 warming joy pyramid grande (6 infusers) 
8 case pack

warming joy tea ribbon box
measures: 8.5 x 4.25 x 3.3” 

With a sophisticated red and gold palette, this 
festive collection of limited edition teas contains 
twenty tea infusers, four of each blend: Harvest  
Apple Spice, Winter Chai, Moroccan Orange 
Blossom, Vienna Cinnamon, Hazelnut Truffle.

13304 warming joy ribbon box (20 infusers) 
4 case pack

warming joy tea petite ribbon box
measures: 4.5 x 4 x 3”  

A festive selection of five limited edition teas. Contains ten tea 
infusers, two of each blend: Harvest  Apple Spice, Winter Chai, 
Moroccan Orange Blossom, Vienna Cinnamon, Hazelnut Truffle.

13402 warming joy petite ribbon box (10 infusers) 
8 case pack

tea blends

• harvest apple spice

• winter chai

• moroccan orange blossom

• vienna cinnamon

• hazelnut truffle
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kati tea brewing system
measures: 3.75 x 3.5 x 6” 

Modern and beautiful, this 
ceramic tumbler with integrated 
stainless steel infuser, makes 
brewing loose tea by the cup 
simple. The innovative double-
wall construction keeps tea hot 
and the tumbler cozy to hold. 
Brews a generous 350 ml cup.   

20833 kati (cranberry red)
20835 kati (green leaves)
 4 case pack 


